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black and white in terms of which period is one of the topics of color in the past, Air Jordan 12 "Playoffs" color has set off a wave of
boom, and this year Jordan Brand to complete the design of more classic style Air Jordan transplanted to 12 Low, in addition to the
classic black and white shoes hit the color of leather, also with electricity Jumpman Logo red embroidered with 23 background
details, also the silver buckle also makes the whole more visual experience. 

Air Jordan 12 Retro Low 'Playoffs' will be on sale in the United States in February 25th at $170. 

source: Fice Gallery

believes that there are some friends earlier in the attention Jordan classic, have found that female singer Nicki Minaj performed with
a pair of Jordan and Westbrook 0 is very similar to the shoes, and now the two official named Jordan Jasmine, is designed by
Michael Jordan in a pair of Jordan's daughter Jasmine the style, although unlike the sons of Jordan so crazy shoes, but her special
identity also let her in his father's business, slightly as Westbrook 0 Jasmine using Jordan cortex and to the body of the shoe cloth
stitching, collocation Logo golden fly ball to show this at abroad have been listed, priced at 95 dollars. 

news source: jimmyjazz

Adidas Crazy Light Boost Low Jeremy Lin Locker is sold as a commercially available version and is now sold in Foot abroad.
Continuation of a series of styles, the introduction of low version, in the form of more streamlined, the details of the book for Lin and
"JLIN17" word design. In the current game with the Crazyquick 2 Low player, he doesn't know when to play it 

source: Foot Locker

was first published in 2001 by Nike Air Zoom Chalapuka in recent Hybrid return type, and the bottom is to capture the structure of Air
Zoom Talaria, in fact, as early as the previous spring 2017 New York fashion week Rochambeau it quietly appeared, clever capture
shoes and sandals representative elements combined with each other and the first Chalapuka the other has high degree of
recognition, breathable mesh fabric collocation on both sides out of the suede material, forming a unique appearance, (Note: light
look feel very cool ah ~), not to mention a Zoom Air cushioning system it must be in the comfort is a certain level, Taiwan has in part
specify the store after sale, priced at 6700 yuan. 

source: Solebox Onlineshop

it's getting cooler and cooler, but it's still running! New Balance Fresh Foam VONGO this season and GOBI series continued to write,
sun moon light for inspiration, the moon bright and dark color contrast to the two main design, reflective material uppers large area
extends from the shining light of the sun, whether it is day or with the rapid pace of night lighting in the city forward, slowly moving
track. 

in the process of moving, in order to help runners control internal rotation rate and keep the pace forward smoothly, running shoes
usually require many different combinations of different material hardness to reach expectations, but this way is easy to sacrifice
consistency and fluency on foot. New Balance FreshFoam breakthrough in single material to take into account the foot every step
needs to achieve different density pressing forming one of the lateral soft hard inside but in the end, at the same time in order to
reduce the weight of the internal core, as soft and hard alternated between coordination area. Also in the bottom outside
appearance, also under the foot, based on the analysis of large data precision science, in the use of hollow honeycomb structure
more precise as lateral cushioning is used to reduce the moment when the foot on the ground pressure, and the inside is embedded
in the convex point m mesh elastic structure, and strengthen the foot arch stability, provide comprehensive protection shock slow
runners. 

Fresh Foam VONGO series 

is designed for middle and long distance runners to create the Fresh Foam VONGO series Fantom Fit exclusive use of shoes, shoe
uppers, application of lightweight TPU thermal bonding technology, let feet and shoes more fit; tongue using soft and comfortable
fabrics, design future modern tartan, and collocation of seamless hot support uppers, avoid increasing shoes excessive body weight,
moreover, breathable fabric can provide a comfortable feeling, jogging process will not feel sultry. 
male modelsModel: MVNGOBK / 



adidas UltraBOOST once again launched a new family style, January 14th listed in Taiwan, with little information please contact the
adidas shop sale running fans. 

adidas UltraBOOST 3 new "Oreo" color, black and white intertwined with the upper 3 upgrade version of Primeknit technology unique
shoe pattern structure, side collocation translucent TPU support, the vamp can also echoes revealing partly hidden and partly visible,
shoe vamp with the same color, make the whole body more strong visual sense of taste. 
model: S80636 sale size: UK7-12In addition 
UltraBOOST Uncaged 3 also launched a new "Oreo" color, unique sense of richness on the wear increased, and the continuation of
UltraBOOST series has always been comfortable BOOST? Technology insole and outsole Continental tires. 
model: BA9616 sale size: UK7-12The 
also launched UltraBOOST 3 female new color, blue mist Primeknit woven vamp collocation silver heel pad has a low-key personality
and temperament girls coexistence style. 
model: BA8928 sale size: UK4.5-6.5

when the singer announced cooperation with the brand, often can set off a wave of discussion, while Puma announced new creative
director Rihanna will serve as the brand, believe that many fans are looking forward to the two will produce what kind of spark.
Rihanna recently with the exclusive Puma Baskets debut, special rubber sole is quite striking, and not long ago through the black
version, are reminiscent of this will be her cooperation with Puma in the series of styles, but there is no news that this is commercially
available, let we are quietly waiting for more news. 

news source: theshoegame

LeBron James Kobe Bryant, in order to meet the "2014" basketball played tricks, Nike basketball in the traditional China crafts
porcelain and embroidery as inspiration, and into the two Nike basketball star players each story, will launch a special version of the
Max LeBron XI Low China China Pack and Kobe IX China Pack. 
Once again, 
Max LeBron XI Low China evolution of Pack

Kobe IX China Pack 9 EM using Dynamic and Flywire mesh material engineering technology, in ensuring the natural rhythm and will
not have any effect on the strength and firmness. Kobe IX China Pack with embroidery design inspiration, the shoe body is using the
red and gold collocation, show the elegant texture, delicate embroidery Jinshe tongue also echoes the Kobe Bryant story mamba. 

China Version of Max LeBron XI Low Pack China Kobe IX China Pack will be in July 21st and July 31st in the Greater China region
designated Nike retail stores for sale.
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